
Alexander Shulgin presents an event showcasing how 

Blockchain technology can be used in the future of sport 

Blockchain is a unique opportunity: there is no single sector of the economy, or even any part of our 

lives, where this technology could not positively influence, transform, and change for the better.  

The SHULGIN 2.0.3.5 Events have a strict focus on one of the sectors of the economy or a component of 

our lifestyle. The Events are held in different countries, bringing together expert opinions from the 

chosen sector. 

The upcoming Future of Sports [LINK] event will address the topic of how blockchain technology can 

transform the sports industry.  The target audience will focus on CEOs of this sector, business owners, 

investors, representatives of financial institutions and media representatives.  

Organiser Alexander Shulgin is a repeatedly awarded Siberian composer, author of more than fifty hits 

who successfully combines creativity with business. He runs GRUPPA KOMPANIY FAMILIA, which 

specializes in investments in the Blockchain, new media, publishing and entertainment industries. 

Alexander is one of the world's leading experts in the digital transformation, creative economy, 

Blockchain technology and MES (Media, Entertainment and Sports) sectors. He is an investor in many 

leading companies in this industry, such as Bitfury and DotBlockchainMedia. 

Alexander was a member of the Expert Council under the Chairman of the Government of the Russian 

Federation for IT and digital economy, and was awarded the Order for Professionalism and Business 

Reputation.” 

Speakers from past SHULGIN 2.0.3.5 events include:  

- Jerry Inserillo - Head of Forbes Travel Guide 

- Gleb Yun Senior Vice President "Vnesheconombank". Founder of Blockchain Commune 

- Peter Browne, Vice President of the European Business Angels Association 

- Emilio Eva - Initiator of the Space Science Center in Guatemala  

- Sergey Zhukov - Russian political and public figure, test cosmonaut, entrepreneur. President of 

the Moscow Space Club, leader of the working group Aeronet of the National Technological 

Initiative, member of the Russian Writers' Union.  

- Sam Lee / Founder and CEO of Blockchain Global Limited 

- Laurent Bruchez / CEO of Diginex  

- Sam Chi (legendary producer of Oldboy, President and CEO of Landmark Asia).  

- Gabriel Delgado (investor, founder of the Haven Capital Foundation and head of the Free 

Economic Zones in Central and Latin America) 

At the events it was considered how the latest Blockchain technology will influence the sector under 

discussion. What innovations will bring, what improvements will follow.  

One of the featured speakers will be Jimmy Nguyen, Founding President of Bitcoin Association – the 

global industry organization which backs Bitcoin Satoshi Vision (BSV).   The Bitcoin SV blockchain has 

seen application development explode globally as developers and businesses make use of BSV’s greater 

scaling, data and micropayments capacities.  Growing usage has led BSV’s network transactions and 

average block size block counts to regularly surpass BTC and even surpass the Ethereum network on 

https://www.shulgin2035.expert/
https://www.shulgin2035.expert/
http://www.familia.ru/
https://bitcoinassociation.net/
https://bitcoinsv.com/en
http://coin.dance/


some days.  Why? As Mr. Nguyen will explain, BSV is the only project that adheres to Satoshi 

Nakamoto’s original protocol, design and vision for Bitcoin to become a peer-to-peer electronic cash 

system and global data ledger for enterprise.   Bitcoin SV is therefore a strong choice for sports 

organizations and businesses to use for their blockchain projects.  A supporter of BSV, Alexander Shulgin 

serves as Bitcoin Association’s ambassador for Russia, the CIS region & Russian speaking communities. 

Official website SHULGIN 2.0.3.5.  

https://www.shulgin2035.expert/ 

Press on past events SHULGIN 2.0.3.5.   

Tourism / Hospitality Industry https://dni.ru/lifestyle/2018/6/06/399065.html 

Film Industry / Media https://utro.ru/life/2018/08/09/1369979.shtml 

https://forklog.com/glava-kompanii-landmark-sem-chi-blokchejn-poshatnet-gegemoniyu-gollivuda-v-

kinoindustrii/ 

Astronomy and Space  https://bitnovosti.com/2018/09/05/kosmicheskij-blokchejn-nabiraet-oboroty-v-

gvatemale/ 
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